instruction
MOUNTING OF BRACKETS
a.
b.
c.

Carefully measure and mark the drilling locations in the wall or
the ceiling.
Drill holes for the screws. Depending on the type of wall or ceiling
it may be necessary to use dowels.
Screw the brackets to the wall or ceiling - as shown in the drawings.
A - to the ceiling
B - to the wall

a.

CHAIN TENSIONER ATTACHMENT
So that the chain does not
hang loosely next to the
window, recommended is
installation of the included
chain tensioner kit. Installation with a screw-driver or
adhesive tape.

b.

c.

Mounting with screws to Installation with adhesive
the wall.
tape to the window.

WASHING THE BLINDS
MOUNTING THE CASSETTE
ON THE BRACKETS
a.
b.
c.
d.

The blind is mounted to the cassette
with a Velcro tape, which enables
washing it.
OUR ADVICE

Move the clip.
Put the blind cassette on the brackets. Attach it from above, pressing
gently towards the wall.

Before you start to unstring bllinds,
take pictures of interlacing strings.
This will help you to assemble the
cords properly when washed.

Tighten the clip.
Correctly mounted blind.

a.

b.

To wash the blinds:
1. remove the cassette with the blind from the brackets
2. roll it out all the way
3. untie the strings and pull out the horizontal stiﬀeners
4. detach the fabric from the cassette/rail (Velcro tape)
After washing and ironing:
1. attach the fabric to the cassette/rail
2. put in horizontal stiﬀeners
3. the strings go through the rings. Align and tie up at the bottom.
4. reattach the blind to the brackets

c.

d.

Attetnion!
Danger of suﬀocation. Hold the strings and loops of
chains beyond the reach of small children. In the
packaging there are small parts. There is a risk of
ingestion or choking on small parts by children.

